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How Are You Peeling Foods With Moods
Tony, a macaroni penguin, is a middle child with very exasperating siblings, and
although he never looks for trouble, it often finds him.
In a counting book by the creators of How Are You Peeling? where everything is
sculpted from food, one lonely sea horse learns that she has a lot of friends--friends
she can really "count" on.
Laminated sheets give instructions for using the materials in the kit as well as activities,
games, and songs based on the book that can be used in a day-care setting. A list of
additional supplies that are needed for the activities is also included.
Presents essays that cover varying opinions on fast food, discussing such topics as
whether or not it is unhealthy, whether it should be regulated, and how it should be
marketed.
A touching novel filled with love, hope, and fellowship follows a loving Mexican-
American family that resides in East L.A. as they immerse themselves in the warmth of
their close-knit community. Reprint.
Spencer loves books and reads one every night, sometimes aloud, then puts the book
back in its place, but one morning his favorite book is missing, and the next day
another, with each being replaced by a different object. Simultaneous eBook.
For fans of The Day the Crayons Quit, Little Pea, or How Are You Peeling? What’s a
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little piece of bread to do when he’s feeling lonely? Find a friend, of course! And that’s
exactly what Peanut Butter tries to do. But sometimes friends are hard to come by,
especially when Hamburger has to walk his (hot) dogs, Cupcake is too busy building
castles in her sprinkle box, and Egg laughs so hard he starts to crack up! Does Peanut
Butter have a soulmate? Young readers will know the answer long before Peanut Butter
does and laugh along with each mismatched pairing. In a story that pairs silliness with
poignancy, and friendship with anthropomorphic food, Terry Border, the photography
mastermind behind the Bent Objects project, makes a triumphant entrance into the
children's book world. Complete with a rhyming refrain, this is sure to be a favorite
family read-aloud--and laugh-aloud. Praise for PEANUT BUTTER & CUPCAKE
"Border’s witty food comedy will lure children who are hungry for clever visual
entertainment."--Publishers Weekly "[T]he creatively zany photographs...will make this
a read-aloud hit."--School Library Journal "This book would be a great read-aloud on
friendship and food."--Library Media Connection
An extraordinary picture book from the co-creator of Play with Your Food features an
abundance of lively food sculptures that are the epitome of human emotions, from
pensive peppers to grimacing grapefruits. 150,000 first printing.
A fussy eater decides to sample the carrots after her brother convinces her that
they are really orange twiglets from Jupiter.
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General
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Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must
have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level
falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with
a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge
when you cut into it? How to make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as
satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How
to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof
method that works every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J.
Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these questions and more. In The Food Lab,
Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes, delving into the
interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji
shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks
can achieve far better results using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of
easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out how to
make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one
simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest,
creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.
Presents vegetables and fruits carved into the shapes of different baby animals,
including a bunny, a piglet, a whale calf, a bear cub, and others. On board pages.
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Pulitzer Prize winner Shepard's three most recent plays are together here in one
volume. Bold, explosive, and ultimately redemptive, together these works form an
enduring force in American theater.
The duo who created How Are You Peeling? presents humorous dog figures
carved out of different fruits and vegetables that "act out" such phrases as "Bad
dog," "Sick as a dog," and "Doggy bag."
Twitch tries hard to do everything right, but when something doesn’t go his way
he stomps, yells and quickly gives up! If only Twitch could see that giving up is
not the answer. Maybe you can offer Twitch some positive ways to deal with his
frustration.
In 1996 Joost Elffers and Saxton Freymann introduced Play With Your Food, a
groundbreaking collection of photographs featuring playfully carved fruits and
vegetables. With more than a million copies sold and an award-winning series
under their belts, the pair have proven the old adage wrongyou really should play
with your food. Now, for the first time, Food Play compiles more than 300 of the
very best images from a decade of astonishingly imaginative publishing. This
compact collection will surprise and delight both fans of the series, and
newcomers to the enchanting world of Food Play.
Next stop... The Magic School Bus heads to the forest to learn about
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aerodynamics. Ms. Frizzle's class is putting on a play of The Three Little
Pigs.The kids want to build a house for their play that even a super-powered fan
can't blow down. So Ms. Frizzle and her Magic School Bus take the class to the
forest to learn how trees stand up to strong winds. Will these little pigs get blown
over or learn to stand strong? Includes stickers!
Rodale was founded on the belief that organic gardening is the key to better
health both for us and for the planet, and never has this message been more
urgent. Now, with Organic Manifesto, Maria Rodale, chairman of Rodale, sheds
new light on the state of 21st century farming. She examines the unholy alliances
that have formed between the chemical companies that produce fertilizer and
genetically altered seeds, the agricultural educational system that is virtually
subsidized by those same companies, and the government agencies in thrall to
powerful lobbyists, all of which perpetuate dangerous farming practices and
deliberate misconceptions about organic farming and foods. Interviews with
government officials, doctors, scientists, and farmers from coast to coast bolster
her position that chemical-free farming may be the single most effective tool we
have to protect our environment and, even more important, our health.
An understanding of language arts concepts is key to strong communication
skills—the foundation of success across disciplines. Spectrum Language Arts for
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kindergarten provides focused practice to help your child master grammar,
capitalization, punctuation, and parts of speech. This comprehensive workbook
doesn’t stop with focused practice–it encourages children to explore their
creative sides by challenging them with thought-provoking writing projects.
Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum Language Arts for kindergarten
includes an answer key and a supplemental Writer’s Guide to reinforce grammar
and language arts concepts. With the help of Spectrum, your child will build the
language arts skills necessary for a lifetime of success.
Readers are given permission to take nature's healthiest foods and make them
into quirky animals and people, unlocking their imaginations to see the world in a
whole new light. Full color.
Gus and his dog Button leave their white world to brave the scary forest and
discover color.
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded
cook in mind, providing the science behind cooking, the physiology of taste, and
the techniques of molecular gastronomy.
From Newbery Honor- and Coretta Scott King Author Award-winning, New York
Times bestselling author Renée Watson comes a heartwarming and inspiring
novel for middle schoolers about finding deep roots and exploring the past, the
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present, and the places that make us who we are. All Amara wants for her
birthday is to visit her father's family in New York City--Harlem, to be exact. She
can't wait to finally meet her Grandpa Earl and cousins in person, and to stay in
the brownstone where her father grew up. Maybe this will help her understand
her family--and herself--in new way. But New York City is not exactly what Amara
thought it would be. It's crowded, with confusing subways, suffocating sidewalks,
and her father is too busy with work to spend time with her and too angry to
spend time with Grandpa Earl. As she explores, asks questions, and learns more
and more about Harlem and about her father and his family history, she realizes
how, in some ways more than others, she connects with him, her home, and her
family. Acclaim for Piecing Me Together Newbery Honor Book Coretta Scott King
Author Award Los Angeles Times Book Prize, Young Adult Finalist A New York
Public Library Best Book for Teens A Chicago Public Library Best Book, Teen
Fiction An ALA Top Ten Best Fiction for Young Adults An NPR Best Book A
Kirkus Reviews' Best Teen Book A Refinery29 Best Book
By showing that kitchen skill, and not budget, is the key to great food, Good and
Cheap will help you eat well—really well—on the strictest of budgets. Created for
people who have to watch every dollar—but particularly those living on the U.S.
food stamp allotment of $4.00 a day—Good and Cheap is a cookbook filled with
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delicious, healthful recipes backed by ideas that will make everyone who uses it
a better cook. From Spicy Pulled Pork to Barley Risotto with Peas, and from
Chorizo and White Bean Ragù to Vegetable Jambalaya, the more than 100
recipes maximize every ingredient and teach economical cooking methods.
There are recipes for breakfasts, soups and salads, lunches, snacks, big batch
meals—and even desserts, like crispy, gooey Caramelized Bananas. Plus there
are tips on shopping smartly and the minimal equipment needed to cook
successfully. And when you buy one, we give one! With every copy of Good and
Cheap purchased, the publisher will donate a free copy to a person or family in
need. Donated books will be distributed through food charities, nonprofits, and
other organizations. You can feel proud that your purchase of this book supports
the people who need it most, giving them the tools to make healthy and delicious
food. An IACP Cookbook Awards Winner.
Illustrations and rhyming text portray children experiencing a range of emotions,
including frustration, shyness, jealousy, and pride.
From the prominent New York Times food writer, a memoir recounting the tough
life lessons she learned from a generation of female cooks-including Marion
Cunningham, Alice Waters, Ruth Reichl, Rachael Ray, and Marcella Hazan.
Somewhere between the lessons her mother taught her as a child and the ones
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she is now trying to teach her own daughter, Kim Severson stumbled. She lost
sight of what mattered, of who she was and who she wanted to be, and of how
she wanted to live her life. It took a series of women cooks to reteach her the life
lessons she forgot-and some she had never learned in the first place. Some as
small as a spoonful, and others so big they saved her life, the best lessons she
found were delivered in the kitchen. Told in Severson's frank, often funny, always
perceptive style, Spoon Fed weaves together the stories of eight important cooks
with the lessons they taught her-lessons that seemed to come right when she
needed them most. We follow Kim's journey from an awkward adolescent to an
adult who channeled her passions into failing relationships, alcohol, and
professional ambition, almost losing herself in the process. Finally as Severson
finds sobriety and starts a family of her own, we see her mature into a strong,
successful woman, as we learn alongside her. An emotionally rich, multilayered
memoir and an inspirational, illuminating series of profiles of the most influential
women in the world of food, Spoon Fed is Severson's story and the story of the
women who came before her-and ultimately, a testament to the wisdom that can
be found in the kitchen.
Food, funny faces, and feelings combine in this innovative picture book about
emotions and healthy eating. No matter how you're feeling -- silly, grumpy,
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happy, or shy -- now you can see your face mirrored back on your dinner plate!
Find twenty-two different emotions inside the pages of this book, made out of
everything from strawberries to pita bread to carrots (and more). You'll be
amazed by how real these foodie faces look...and might be inspired to try a new
food or two!
A bunch of friendly vegetables wear colorful underwear of all varieties—big, small,
clean, dirty, serious, and funny—demonstrating for young ones the silliness and
necessity of this item of clothing. The unexpectedness of vegetables in their
unmentionables is enough to draw giggles, but the pride with which the “big kid”
attire is flaunted in front of the baby carrots in diapers will tickle readers of all
ages. With rhyming text that begs to be chanted aloud and art that looks good
enough to eat, this vibrant story will encourage preschoolers to celebrate having
left those diapers behind!
Presents fruits and vegetables carved into shapes to teach colors, numbers,
letters, shapes, and opposites.
Barnacle is stuck on the underside of a pier, wishing he had something to do.
Every day is exactly the same. The tide comes in and Barnacle gets wet. The tide
goes out and Barnacle dries off. Boring! Barnacle wants something EXCITING to
happen. Then a colorful fish swims by. Barnacle bets the fish doesn't have a
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boring life. In the end, it turns out exciting isn't always better. . . This picture book
is an irreverent and playful answer to any child's declaration of boredom!
How are you peeling today? Happy? Silly? Excited? Worried? Whatever you're
feeling, there's a food that shares your mood, and these delightful, delectable
sculptures are sure to turn a frown upside-down. Saxton Freymann and Joost
Elffers have wowed readers with the funny food faces of How Are You Peeling?:
Foods with Moods, the underwater vegetable visions of One Lonely Seahorse,
the lush produce landscapes of Gus and Button, and the punny puppies of Dog
Food. Almost 20 years after the original hardcover edition of the first in the
collection, How Are You Peeling?: Foods with Moods, the vivacious veggies
return in this brand-new board book adaptation, Foods with Moods: A First Book
of Feelings.
A joyous celebration of a girl's first family outing in a new country
Brief text and photographs of carvings made from vegetables introduce the world
of emotions by presenting leading questions such as "Are you feeling angry?"
A board book version of Seuss's popular rhyming story describes each day in terms of a
particular color which in turn is associated with specific emotions.
Doctor Pompo believes that he has found a nose lying on the ground, but everyone he meets
identifies the mysterious object in a different way.
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From the coauthor of Dork Diaries comes a witty and engaging picture book about a prankster
who wants to pull off the best prank of all—pranking the Tooth Fairy! Kaylee loves pulling
pranks: from dropping water balloons on passers by to even tricking Santa Claus, she’s a
prize-winning prankster! But is she the Princess of Pranks? No! That title is held by none other
than the Tooth Fairy. But when Kaylee loses a tooth and the Tooth Fairy goes about her usual
tooth-taking business, Kaylee pranks her with a fake frog. As Kaylee and the Tooth Fairy try to
out-prank one another, things get way out of hand, until the two finally see eye and eye and
decide to share the crown!
An illustrated adaptation of the long-running bestseller How Full Is Your Bucket? (more than
400,000 copies sold) for kids — told through the story of a boy who learns a valuable “bucket
filling” metaphor and watches it come to life as the day unfolds. Every moment matters. Each
of us has an invisible bucket. When our bucket is full, we feel great. When it’s empty, we feel
awful. Yet most children (and many adults) don’t realize the importance of having a full bucket
throughout the day. In How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids, Felix begins to see how every
interaction in a day either fills or empties his bucket. Felix then realizes that everything he says
or does to other people fills or empties their buckets as well. Follow along with Felix as he
learns how easy it can be to fill the buckets of his classmates, teachers and family members.
Before the day is over, you’ll see how Felix learns to be a great bucket filler, and in the
process, discovers that filling someone else’s bucket also fills his own.
A perfect square is transformed in this adventure story that will transport you far beyond the
four equal sides of this square book.
Boris von der Borch's image as a mean, greedy, bossy, tough-as-nails pirate is seriously
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threatened when a young boy sneaks onto Boris's ship.
In a series of alphabetically arranged scenes, a cabbage cries over cole slaw, eggs exit,
oranges object, and other foods are pictured to represent all the letters of the alphabet.
How Are You Peeling?Foods with MoodsScholastic Paperbacks
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